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Abstract
We present in this paper numerical simulations
of reactive flows interacting with shock waves. We
argue that Spectral methods are suitable for these
problems and review the recent developments in
spectral methods that have made them powerful numerical tools appropriate for long term integrations
of complicated flows, even in the presence of shock
waves. A spectral code is described in detail, and
the theory that leads to each of its components is
explained. Results of interactions of hydrogen jets
with shock waves are presented and analyzed, and
comparisons with ENO finite difference schemes are
carried out.

Introduction
In this paper we discuss the application of spectral methods for the simulation of interactions of
shock waves and smooth flows with complex structures. We show that spectral methods are suitable
for these type of problems since accurate resolution
of fine flow structures are required and long time
integrations are involved.
We start by reviewing the recent developments
in the theory of spectral methods applied to time
dependent problems. In particular we review the
Kosloff-Tal-Ezer transformation that enables us to
use a reasonable time step while retaining spectral
accuracy. Next, we will discuss new developments in
spectral methods for discontinuous solutions. The
first is the complete resolution of the Gibbs phenomenon. This result demonstrates that the quality of spectral approximations to piecewise smooth
functions is essentially the same as the approximations of smooth functions. The second development
is the spectral vanishing viscosity method. The connection between filtering and spectral vanishing viscosity methods for solutions of nonlinear hyperbolic
PDE's shows that spectral methods converges to
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their entropy satisfying solutions. Two one dimensional examples are then given to illustrate the accuracy of spectral methods. They are the solution
of the inviscid Burgers' equation and Shock- Entropy
wave interaction using the Euler equation of gas dynamics.
The rest of the paper is devoted to the simulation of mixing enhancement by shock waves following the idea by Marble et al. [18]. The governing equations are the compressible reactive NavierStokes equations with multiple species undergoing
multi-chemical reactions. We modeled the chemical reaction by a single step reversible reaction using four chemical species H2,O2,H2O and N2. We
present results that were obtained only by spectral
methods concerning fuel breakup. A comparison of
mixing for different configurations is also presented.
We conclude by presenting comparisons of timing for
spectral and ENO schemes.

Chebyshev collocation methods
Most of the work reported in this paper has been
carried out with the use of Chebyshev collocation
methods. Although this is well documented in the
literature, we review it here briefly. In the Chebyshev collocation method we approximate the derivative of a function v(x) in the domain x £ [—1,1],
by differentiating its Nth degree polynomial interpolant u(x) at the Chebyshev-Gauss-Lobatto collocation points,

The interpolant can be represented in two ways:
N

u(x) = >_
j=0

N

_
J^O

where gj(x) is the Lagrange polynomial and

1 ^1

(1)

Based on the two representations there are two different ways to compute the derivative of u ( x ) at the
collocation points z,. In the first way one constructs

L is the spatial operator. {/"and Un+ 1 are the data
arrays at the n-th and (n + l)-th time step, respectively. U1a,nd U"2 are two temporary arrays at the

a N x N differentiation matrix D. The entries Dij of
D are computed by taking the analytical derivative
of gj(x) and evaluating it, at i; for i,j — 0 , . . . . N,
i.e. Dij = g'j(xi) or

intermediate Runge-Kutta stages. The scheme is
stable for CFL < 1.
Notice that the Runge Kutta scheme is a low storage scheme. It can be rewritten in such a way that
only two arrays lfn and U1 are needed.
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where CQ = CN = 2; c, = 1, i = 1, . . . , AT — 1 and the

derivative of u(x) at £, becomes
(2)

This is an O(N2) Matrix-Multiply algorithm.
Equivalently one can find the coefficients bj of
u'(x) by an O(JV) recurrence relation:

bN

=

0

where GJ is computed by Fast Cosine Transform.
u\ is obtained by another Fast Cosine Transform

Consider the scalar hyperbolic equation

Ut

= Ux

U(l,t)

= 0.

- 1<

< 1

(5)

For stability of the Chebyshev collocation approximation of the above equation, A.t is of O(N~2).
This imposes a rather restrictive time step for the
stability of an explicit numerical scheme employing Chebyshev methods. For smooth problems, this
does not present an unduly burden since the required
N for accurate solution is small, typically in the
range of 16 ~ 32. For large N, however, the restrictive time step renders Chebyshev methods impractical for most real physical applications. For long
time integration, excessive CPU time is needed to
reach the final time.

To relax the O(N~2) time stepping restriction, we
adopt the idea of a grid mapping technique as proposed by Kosloff and Tal-Ezer [2], namely

as
N
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This transform-recursion-transform algorithm can
be computed in O(NlogN) operations.
A software library (PseudoPack) for computing

where £;- = cos(irj/N),j

= 0, . . . , N are the original

Chebyshev collocation points and Xj is a new set

of interpolation points depending on the parameter
It was shown in [2] that if a is chosen as

derivatives based on Fourier, Chebyshev and Legendre collocation methods can be downloaded from
http://WWH.cfm.brown.edu/people/wsdon/home.html.

Time Stepping Scheme

The algorithm employs the third order TVD
Runge-Kutta scheme of Shu and Osher [1] to solve
the system of ODE's produced by the spatial differencing. It has the form of

U1

= U" + AtL(Un)
(4)

U n+l

(7)

then the approximation error is roughly e. By choosing f to be machine zero, the error of the coordinate
transformation is essentially guaranteed to be harmless. The novelty here is that a is not a constant
but a function of N.
If such a mapping is implemented, the Chebyshev
collocation methods exhibits several highly desirable
properties. We list two of the most relevant ones.
1. The reduction of roundoff error from
0(N2kf) to 0(Nke), where k is the order
of differentiation [3].

2. The spectral radius of the differentiation
matrix with mapping is asymptotically of
O(N) as opposed to O(7V 2 ) for the unmapped case (see Table I).
The second property allows larger Ai to be used
for explicit time stepping schemes. In Table I, we
show the spectral radius A and the growth rate r of
the Chebyshev differentiation matrix £> with mapping and without mapping D, after removing the
first row and column. It mimics the discrete spatial
operator of (5). The growth rate of \(T?) decreases
from 2 to 1 monotonically as N increases while the
growth rate for A(Z3) remained constant (r — 2) for
all N.

of the function. In fact if the function is analytic
then
\f(x)-fN(x)\<Ce-aN,

resulting in exponential convergence.
A related result is that in order to resolve a wave
using Chebyshev collocation (pseudospectral) methods one needs to use TT points per wavelength [4]
while 16 ~ 20 points are needed for low order finite
difference schemes. Note that the theoretical limit

is 2 points per wavelength.
The accuracy of spectral methods leads to codes
that use minimal number of grid points to obtain the
same results obtained by lower order methods with
many more grid points. Alternatively, for limited
resources, spectral methods serve as an ideal tool

TV ||

32
64
128
256
512
1024

\(D) r || \(D)

91.6
263.8 2
1452.7 2
5808.4 2
23231.3 2
92922.8 2

80.8
230.4
555.4
1219.1
2553.5
5225.8

r

1.50
1.27
1.13
1.07
1.03

Table I: The spectral radius A of the Chebyshev differentiation matrix with mapping T> and without
mapping D and their growth rate Nr after removing
the first row and column.
The implementation of the mapping (6) along

with the proper choice of a according to (7), changes
the necessary condition for stability from A< oc /V~ 2
toAioc/V"1.

Approximation Theory

to gain deep insights into the physics by providing
maximum resolution.
The question is whether these results hold for
piecewise smooth functions. The folklore is that all
the properties concerning the high accuracy are lost.
One often quotes the Gibbs phenomenon.
In fact, the same accuracy obtained for smooth
functions can be obtained for piecewise smooth functions. In a series of papers [5, 6, 7, 8, 9], it was shown

that given the spectral approximation to a piecewise
smooth function one can construct an exponentially

convergent approximation to the function. This result had been proven for Fourier, Chebyshev, Legendre and spectral methods based on spherical harmonics.

In the following we shall briefly review several
methods to enhance the accuracy:
For the ease of presentation, we discuss the results
for Fourier approximations, since nothing essential is
lost in the Chebyshev case.
Given the Fourier approximation
N

The unique feature about spectral methods is
their high accuracy. The approximation error depends only on the regularity of the approximated
function. A typical error estimate is of the form

k = -N

We construct a filtered sum
N
Airkx

27T

where }N(x) is the Fourier approximation to the
function f ( x ) and /( p ) denotes the p-th derivative
of/.
Similar expressions hold for other spectral and
pseudospectral approximations. The result shows
that smoother functions yield better approximations, and the error depends on the p-th derivative

(8)

Following Vandeven [10] we define a p > 1 order
filter function <T(U;) as a C°°[—l, 1] function satisfying
<7(0) = 1,
= 0,

where CT^) denotes the j-th derivative.

(9)

It can be shown that the filtered sum (8) approximates the original function very well away from the
discontinuities. A good example of filter function is
the exponential filter It is defined as

In the Super Vanishing Viscosity method (SVV)
the equation is regularized by an additional term
T

, (11)

at
— exp

(10)

—

of the filter.

where the operator Q = \/l — £ 2 ^.
In [14] it was shown that if e ~ 7V1-2s where s ~
log TV, then (11) converges to the correct entropy
solution.

The exponential filter offers the flexibility of
changing the order of the filter simply by specifying

applied if one uses the time splitting technique and

a different /3. One does not have to write a differ-

solves in the first step

where -1 < ^ - k/N < 1, k = -TV. . . . , 7 V and
Q = — lri£, t is the machine zero and j3 is the order

It turns out that the SVV method can be easily

ent filter for different order. Thus varying 0 with N
yields exponential accuracy according to [10].
The exponential filter, however, does not completely remove the Gibbs phenomenon as oscillations
still exist in the neighborhood of the discontinuities.
In order to recover the full accuracy in any region
where the function is continuous, one has to use a
different idea. In [8] it is shown how to use a known
set of 27V -i-1 Fourier coefficients to obtains the coefficients of a different expansion (based on the Gegenbauer polynomials). The new expansion converges
exponentially in any smooth region.
In practice, when solving differential equations
one uses the exponential filter at every time step and
the Gegenbauer filter at the end of the calculations
as a postprocessor.
When spectral methods are applied to nonlinear
hyperbolic equations in conservation form the problem of an entropy satisfying solution arises. In fact,
there is no artificial dissipation in the method to indicate that the solution is a limit of a dissipative
process. One clearly needs to add artificial dissipation. However this dissipation must be spectrally
small in order not to affect the overall accuracy. This
problem had been addressed by [If, 12, 13].
It has been shown that with a suitable addition
of (spectrally small) artificial dissipation to the high
modes only, the method converges. In this paper we
used one version of the above idea: the Super Vanishing Viscosity method (SVV) suggested by Tadm o r [ l l , 12].
For the sake of illustration consider the nonlinear
scalar hyperbolic equation

«<+/(u)r=0

.

A spectral approximation involves seeking a polynomial of degree TV; uN(x,~t) such that

d

d

This by itself may be shown to be unstable.

r\

f\

-u w +-/„(«„) = 0,

and in the second step

d

If
N

urj(x,t) =
then solving the second step analytically over one
time step is equivalent to modifying the Chebyshev
coefficients a,k(t) as
ak(t + At) = a k ( t ) exp(-f7VA2(/k//V) 2 s ) .
This is a low pass filter.

Examples

1-D Inviscid Burgers' Equation
To demonstrate the accuracy of the spectral shock
capturing scheme with filtering, we consider the periodic Burgers' equation

where x G [0, 27r].

The Burgers' equation is discretized by the Fourier
collocation method resulting a system of ordinary
differential equations

duN

I

2

where UN is a vector of length 27V and D is the
27V x 27V Fourier differentiation matrix [4].
The system of ODEs is advanced from time level n
to level n + 1 by the third order TVD Runge Kutta

method (4). At each Runge Kutta step, the solution UN is filtered by the exponential filter. Without
filtering, the scheme is nonlinearly unstable.
Figure 1 shows the logarithmic plot of pointwise error for various number of Fourier collocation
points 27V. The order m of the exponential filter is

6,8,12,14 for N = 16,32, 64,128, respectively. It is
observed that away from the discontinuity, the rate
of convergence is not linear. It provides numerical
evidence that a wise use of filtering on a nonlinear
shock problem can yield a highly accurate solution
away from the discontinuity.
1-D Shock-Entropy Wave Interaction

Consider the one-dimensional Mach 3 shock interacting with an entropy wave, the governing equation is the one-dimensional Euler equation for gas
dynamics in strong conservation form:

Figure 1: Logarithmic plot of the pointwise error
for the solution of Burgers' equation with N —

16,32,64,128 Fourier modes.

(Courtesy of Peter

Wong and Chi Wang Shu)

Wt + F(W), = 0
where the vector of the conservative variables is

W - [p, m, E]T
and the flux is

F

[

2

m, ——
P

m
'7

Here p, m and E are, respectively, the density, mass
flux and total energy per unit volume. It is coupled
with the equation of state for ideal gas,

where 7 = 1.4 .

The initial condition is specified as

(p,u,
(p, u,

=

(3.857143,2.629369,10.33333)

with xs = -0.8, f = 0.2 and k = 5.
The algorithm for solving this problem is fully
documented in [15]. The spatial discretization is the
Chebyshev collocation method with 256 grid points.
The temporal discretization is the third order TVD
Runge-Kutta method.
The solution of this problem consists of not only
a large scale wave but also fine scale structures located locally behind the shock. The challenges for
the Chebyshev collocation method are to remain stable and to resolve features of vastly different scales
with high accuracy (see figure 2).

Figure 2: Pre-Processed (top) and Post-Processed
(bottom) density of the Shock-Entropy wave interaction with the 16-th order Exponential filter at time
t = 1.8. Solid line represents the third order ENO
solution with 1200 points.

To stabilize the scheme, the 16-th order exponential filter (/3 = 16) is used. The top figure of fig-

The gradient in pressure across the shock in conjunction with the gradient in fluid density between

ure 2 shows that both the large and the small scale
structures are well captured by the spectral code.

the air and hydrogen produce a large increase in
vorticity as the shock passes through the hydrogen

However, the Gibbs phenomenon is clearly evident
around the shock. We then use the Gegenbauer filter
[8] to reconstruct an essentially non-oscillatory solution. In the bottom figure of figure 2, the shock is
captured within one grid cell and all the flow features
are well resolved without much observable numerical
oscillation.

jet. This phenomenon was investigated by many researchers, e.g. [19, 18, 20, 21, 22] (see [23] for a full
list of references). Their results demonstrate a similar vortical splitting and rollup. However, there are

unexplained quantitative differences in features such
as size, spacing and velocity of the vortical structure.
Each of these studies addresses only a limited range
of flow conditions and does not address the question
of mixing.

Supersonic Combustion
Recent advances in computing power and mem-

ory storage capacity sparked a renewed interest
in computational modeling of complex problems
in supersonic chemically reacting combustion systems. These systems might be used as an advanced
aerospace propulsion systems. One of the proposed
systems is a hydrogen fuel supersonic combustion
scramjet that is capable of propelling a vehicle at
hypersonic speed in the atmosphere. For the current
hypersonic vehicle configuration considered, the residence time the fuel spends in the engine to achieve

maximum mixing with the supersonic air flow is limited to a few milliseconds. When increasing the
Mach number in the combustor, the degree of fuel

air mixing achieved through advection and diffusion
processes is reduced, leading to an overall reduction
of the combustion efficiency and thrust. However,
some recent supersonic mixing layer experiments,
both physical and numerical, indicates that the over-

In this paper, we apply spectral methods to this
difficult problem. At this stage of research, we have
developed a two-dimensional combustion code using

the numerical techniques mentioned in the previous
sections. A three-dimensional version of the algorithm is currently under development. The algorithm is described in detail in [23]. Here we shall
refer the algorithm simply as the spectral code.
Navier Stokes Equations

The Physical Model
The two-dimensional governing equations of combustion in Cartesian coordinates describe the conservation of mass, momentum, energy and N, chemical
species undergoing multi-chemical reactions as

Vt + F,, + Gy = Vx + Wy + C .

The terms F and G are the inviscid fluxes. V and
W contain the diffusive part of the problem and C
is the chemical source term.
The state vector U is

all mixing process and the combustion efficiency can
be improved by various techniques [16].
In a pre-mixed combustion process, the combustion rate is limited by the rate at which reactants

diffuse across the fuel-air interface. This diffusion
rate is determined by the length of the interface and
the concentration gradient across it. One way to

increase this rate of diffusion is to stretch out the
interface through the motion induced by a point vortex [17]. At the same time this would steepen the

(12)

U = (p,pu,pv,pE,pf}T

,

where fluid density is p, u = (u,i>) T is the fluid
velocity, E is the specific total energy, and f is
the vector of mass fractions f = (/i, • • • , /jv.-i) for
Ns — 1 chemical species. The mass fraction of the

last species fNi can be derived from the law of conservation of species

concentration gradient across the interface by bring-

ing fresh reactants into contact with the fuel. Marble [18] suggests a way to induce this vorticity by
having a shock pass through a jet of fuel nearly perpendicular to its axis. While passing through the
region of inhomogeneous density the shock will produce vorticity via the
term in the vorticity
equation:

Vp x Vp
it

Each species /,- drifts at a velocity u = («,-, #,-)T
relative to the mean mixture velocity u.

In terms of these variables and the pressure P, the

inviscid fluxes are given by
F
G

=

(pu,puu + P, puv, (pE + P)u,

=

(u + «i)/>/!,- • - , ( « + u J V s -i)/9/N ! -i) T ,
(pv,puv,pvv +P, (pE + P)v,
(v + v i ) p f 1 , - - - , ( v + £ N s _ 1 )/>/ A , a _ 1 ) T .

The Stokes' assumption implies that the elements of
the viscous stress tensor take the form
TXX

=

rxy

= ryx

V

-

jj,

-

fj,

N,

; r vy = jj"!/- 3"*;
= uy+vx,

-«„ -

-

Thus the viscous terms become

W

computed from the individual species specific heats
CPi as

Cpi is approximated by a fourth order polynomial in
temperature, and thus its integral may be obtained
analytically.

(Txy,Tyy,a2,0,---,Q)'T

,

where fj, is the mixture viscosity.

The coefficients for this approximation were obtained from[24]. The specific species enthalpy hi
may be obtained in a similar way as

A Prandtl number Pr — 0.72 is used to relate
the fluid viscosity and the thermal diffusion, and a

CPi(t)dt.

Schmidt number Sc = 0.22 relates the viscosity and

the molecular diffusion. Thus in terms of the temperature T and the mixture specific heat at constant
pressure Cp and the species specific enthalpy h{ we

have
u

Diffusion Models

Sutherland's Law provides an individual species
viscosity

=

\3

=

T0)
Txy

N,

—

VT

yy +

\T+S

~

UT

yx •

The Soret and Dufour effect, heat radiant effect,
pressure gradient diffusion and body forces are neglected. The binary coefficient of all species is assumed to be equal and the Lewis number Le = 1.
Thermodynamic Model

where no, TO and S are species dependent constants,
and are tabulated by Svehla [25].
The mixture viscosity may then be obtained by

the empirical model known as Wilke's Law [26] as

where

The high temperatures produced by combustion
imply that the perfect gas equation of state is a reasonable approximation:
p = pRT .

and Xi — fi/Mi is the mole fraction of species i.
Chemical Model

R is a mixture gas constant computed by weighting the perfect gas constant R by the appropriate
average of the species molecular weights M,- :

The chemical reaction is modeled by a single step
reversible reaction using four chemical species (Ns —
4) as

.

2H 2 + 0 2 ^ 2H 2 0 .

R - RY.fi/Mi .
The specific total internal energy is given by

(13)

The fourth species is the inert gas N 2 .
A modified Arrhenius Law gives the equilibrium
reaction rate ke, the forward reaction rate kj, and

the backward reaction rate &j as

ke
where h° is the reference enthalpy of species i and
Cp is a mixture specific heat at constant pressure

-

A e Texp(4.60517(£'e/T- 2.915))

——

K f I KQ j

where Ra is the universal gas constant, the activation energy Ee = 12925, E{ = 7200 and the frequency factor Ac = 83.006156, Af = 5.541 x 1014.
If we identify first species with Hg, second species
with Oa, third species with HgO and the fourth
species as Ng, then the law of mass action is used
to find the net rate of change in concentration of
species i C{ by the single reaction (13), i.e.

The middle figure in figure 3 shows two jets centered at (2.75cm, Ocm) and (6.75cm, Ocm). Notice that the jets are aligned with each other
along the y = Ocm axis.
The right figure in figure 3 shows two jets
centered at (2.75cm, 1cm) and (6.75cm, —1cm).
Notice that the jets are out of alignment.

C\ =
C3

—

=

where [•] denoted the net rate of change in concentration.
The chemical source term C becomes

C = (o, O.O.O.CiMi.CaMj, CaMs) T .

O

p^ •

»,, !'•'«

' »..,

pmifi

i oo;G0
ramin

——

u.

t=!«™l

j,

iMAmj

(14)
Figure 3: Initial density conditions of the Supersonic
Combustion.

Conservation of Species

The solution of system (12) satisfies the law of
conservation of species
N.

(15)
However during the computations (15) is not satisfied exactly. When low order schemes are used it is
very important to impose (15) at every time step.
Due to the local nature of the law of conservation of species, explicit implementation of the law
often leads to instability for global methods such
as spectral methods. Therefore, the law is enforced implicitly by the numerical scheme by evolving all N, number of species equations together while
fi > 0, i = 0,...,NS is not enforced at all. For
smooth problems, the species should be conserved
at the level of the truncation error of the numerical
scheme. Hence, it is advantageous to use high order
(spectral) methods. For the supersonic reactive flow,
the maximum conservative error of species after the
shock passes the hydrogen cylinder is 0(10~ 5 ). The
disadvantage of such an approach is that additional
computational resources are required for solving the
additional PDEs.
Numerical Experiments
We applied the spectral code to a two-dimensional
planar shock in air interacting with hydrogen cylinder jets in three different initial configurations.
• The left figure in figure 3 shows the case of a
single jet centered at (2.75cm, Ocm).

The temperature of the hydrogen and air in the
undisturbed region ahead of the shock is set to
1000° K with a pressure of 1 atm and zero velocity. The radius of the hydrogen cylinder is 1cm, and
reflecting boundaries parallel to the x-axis are placed
6.5cm above and below the axis of the cylinder. Supersonic inflow and characteristic outflow boundary
conditions are imposed upstream and downstream
of a Mach 2 shock at xs — 0.5cm respectively. The
hydrogen cylinder has an initial diffused boundary
given by the equation for its mass fraction in terms
of the radius r
r<r0
else

N.

i=l

where ro = 1cm and a is related to the logarithm
of the numerical precision of floating point numbers.
For these calculations, a is taken to be 32.66.
We ran the spectral code for these three cases up
to 135/L(s or longer. In figures 4, 5 and 6, we plot the
contours of the density, H 2 and HjO mass fraction
at time 125//S for the single jet, the two aligned jets
and the two non-aligned jets case, respectively.
Fuel breakup and Mixing
An interesting new phenomenon that could also
be responsible for enhancing fuel-air mixing (in addition to the idea of Marble et al.) was observed in
this study. In figure 7, a time sequence of the H2O
mass fraction at time 56/^s, 58/^s, 62//s and 68/w is

0.00

-0.02

0.150

x(m)

0.125

x(m)

0.150x ( m )

x(ml

y(m)

y(m)

0.04 f~::.

0.04 ~~i

-0.02

x(m)

0.100

0.125

0.150

x(m)

Figure 4: The density (Top), H 2 (Middle) and H 2 0

Figure 5: The density (Top), H 2 (Middle) and H 2 O

(Bottom) mass fractions for the single jet case at

(Bottom) mass fractions for the two aligned jets case

time t = 125/is.

at time t = 125/^s.

x(m)

Figure 7: Time sequence plot of the flow mechanism
that might also be responsible for enhancing fuel-air
mixing at the time 56, 58, 62 and 68/JS.

0.125

0.150

shown. At time 56//S, a flame jet carrying oxygen penetrating into the hydrogen fuel can be seen
(we are using the two non-aligned jets case as an
example). The heavier fluid (HjO and 02) is accelerated by the shock penetrating into the lighter
fluid (H2) and tends to form fingers (related to
the Richtmyer-Meshkov instability [27]). A vortex
(mushroom shaped structure related to the KevinHelmholtz instability) forms at the tip of the flame
jet. The flame jet cuts through the hydrogen fuel
and makes contact with the air on the other side of
the fuel-air interface at time 58/^s. The vortex at the
tip of the flame jet lifts and breaks up the fuel-air
interface as depicted at time 62^s. At time 68/zs,
the motion of the vortex creates another flame jet
allowing fresh air to penetrate inside and to inter-

x(m)

y(m)
0.04 -

act with the fuel. This process repeats itself as the
new flame jet reaches the other side of the fuel-air
interface.

For low order schemes, a similar phenomenon can
be observed except that the large dissipation inherent in such schemes deters the formation of the
mushroom structure (vortex) at the tip of the flame

0.00

jet. Therefore, the low order scheme predicts the

large scale vortical rollup but not the break-up of
the fuel.
Since the flow is mainly driven by the hyperbolic

-0.04

part of the PDE and the viscosity plays a minor role
in these cases, one conld imagine that the roll up
of the vortices should exhibit layers of flame front.
Such layers are clearly visible in the solution as computed by the spectral code (see figure 4). Lower

x(m)

Figure 6: The density (Top), H 2 (Middle) and H 2 O
(Bottom) mass fractions for the two non-aligned jets
case at time t = 125//S.
10

order schemes, with their substantial artificial viscosity, tend to smear the layers resulting in an unrealistic evolution of the flow field inside the fuel and
the fuel-air mixing process.
Since hydrogen has a lower density than air, the
local Mach number is much higher resulting in a
higher shock speed. When coupled with the circular geometry of the hydrogen fuel, a circular curve
shock appears far ahead of the rest of the shock
(see figure 5). Others complicated flow features such
as triple Mach points, curved and reflected' shocks,
flame fronts and break-up of the H2 jets are also
observed. The time evolution of the flow fields is
the best way to appreciate the development of such
flows. In figure 5 and 6, the interaction of the two
jets in different configurations yields a very rich and
complicated scenario of coherent structures. As is
evident from these two cases, the two aligned jets
case retains some form of large coherent structures
while the two non-aligned jets case break into many
small pieces. In the two aligned jets case, the fuel
seems to mix pretty well with the air, but the large
coherent structures lack the ability of drawing more
fresh air from outside. Hence, the growth rate of the
mixing efficiency will be slow. In the two non-aligned
jets case, the two jets break into many smaller fuel
cells. The fuel-air interface was stretched by the
vortical fluid motion allowing better mixing of the
fuel with fresh Oj. This observation is supported by
computing the mixing efficiency for these three cases
(figure 8).

where
=

PH3 + / >

go?

= (po3 + Pu2oM0JMn20) * (0.126) ,

over the domain f2. It measures the amount of mixing possible under the stoichiometric conditions.
The mixing efficiency starts out more or less the
same for all three configurations as expected. However, the two jets cases start to take over the single
jet case at around t — 75fJ,s. Between the two jets
cases, the two jets aligned at y — Ocm has better
mixing efficiency than the non-aligned case. The
non-aligned case is growing at a rate greater than
the aligned case and it seems to be able to eventually
overtake the aligned case at a later time. Due to the
large computational cost required for long time integration of the two non-aligned jets case (smaller domain and no symmetry property can be exploited),
the code was terminated at i = 135/^s.
Resolution
For this type of problem, it is important to capture the complex physics with high accuracy. Using
accurate calculations in search of quantitative information about the mixing requires high resolution
and/or high order schemes. Previous researchers
failed to capture many important features of this
flow due to the
• inability of their codes to adequately resolve features in the flow [19, 21, 22].
• inherently dissipative nature of the finite difference scheme e.g. [21, 28]. Often, for long time
integration, the loss of accuracy in earlier stages
inhibit the development of fine scale features at
later times.

For comparison, we have carried out, similar calculations using the ENO scheme [23] . The hydrogen
mass fraction of a second order ENO scheme, with
grid size 240 x 120 and 1472 x 736, are shown in figure 9 at t = 60^/s for the single jet case. The global
structure (for example, density) of the ENO and the
spectral code is very similar. The fine structures
(for example, the flame front), however, were not
captured in the low resolution version of the ENO
scheme. In most previous studies that employ FCT
or ENO methods, this is the solution obtained. The
finer structure inside the hydrogen jet was captured
as the resolution of the ENO scheme increased. Still,
the inherent numerical dissipation of the scheme inhibits further development of the finer structures at
later times.
A third order ENO scheme was also developed
with mapping to cluster points near the jet. The

Figure 8: Mixing efficiency of three different jets'
configurations

We define the mixing efficiency as

/ n min(sf H a (-,0),ffo a (-,0))dn'

</H 2

(16)
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Grid
(TVxM)
496x248
752x376
1472x736
496x248
752x376

ENO

CPU Time

Nodes

Order

(second)
8470
31486
18396

CM5
32
32
512
32
32
C90
1
1

3
3
3
5
5

37824
136143

Spectral

Figure 9: The hydrogen mass fraction of the second
order ENO scheme with grid size 240 x 120 (Left)
and 1472 x 736 (Right) at t = 60/w for the single jet
case.

4562
13800

512x512
800x512

Table II: CPU time requirements for the Mach 2
shock interaction with a single hydrogen jet problem calculated to 135/JS for both ENO and Spectral
code on CM5 and Cray C90 with single processor
respectively.

hydrogen mass fraction now indicate a completely
new configuration inside the hydrogen jet compared
to the low resolution case (Figure 10). A mushroom
shape structure similar to one observed in the spectral code is now emerging from where the air pene-

trates into the hydrogen fuel (in the case of spectral
code, see top left figure in figure 7). The importance
of high-order/high resolution schemes in resolving
the combustion front is evident from this study.

lower computational cost.

According to table II,

spectral methods are highly competitive with high
order/high resolution ENO schemes at given grid
resolutions. The details of the ENO algorithms can
be found in [23].
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